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Abstract

This contribution is focused on temporal aspects of
articulatory control during the production of speech. We
review a set of computational and experimental results
whose focus is on intragestural, transgestural, and
intergestural timing properties. The computational results
are based on recent developments of the task-dynamic
model of gestural patterning. These developments are
focused on the shaping and relative timing of gestural
activations, and on the manner in which relative timing
among gestures can be interpreted and modeled in the
context of systems of coupled nonlinear oscillators.
Emphasis is placed on dynamical accounts of prosodic
boundary influences on gestural activation patterns, and
the manner in which intergestural coupling structures
shape the timing patterns and stability properties of onset
and coda clusters.

1. Introduction

The temporal patterning of speech can be described
according to four types of timing properties: intragestural,
intergestural, transgestural, and global. Intragestural
timing refers to the temporal properties of a given gesture,
e.g., the time from gestural onset to peak velocity or to
target attainment; intergestural timing refers to the relative
phasing among gestures (e.g., between bilabial closing and
laryngeal devoicing gestures for /p/, or between bilabial
closing and tongue dorsum shaping gestures for /pœ/);
transgestural timing refers to modulations of the timing
properties of all gestures active during a relatively
localized portion of an utterance; and global timing refers
the temporal properties of an entire utterance, e.g. overall
speaking rate or style. A review will be presented of recent
theoretical and empirical results on the dynamics of
temporal patterning in speech production within the
framework provided by the task-dynamic model of
sensorimotor coordination ([1], [2], [3], and [4]).

In the task-dynamic model, the spatiotemporal patterns
of speech emerge as behaviors implicit in a dynamical
system with two functionally distinct but interacting
levels. The interarticulator level is defined according to
both model articulator (e.g. lips & jaw) coordinates and
tract-variable (e.g. lip aperture & protrusion) coordinates;
the intergestural level is defined according to a set of
activation coordinates. Invariant gestural units are posited
in the form of context-independent sets of dynamical para-
meters (e.g. target, stiffness, and damping coefficients) and
are associated with corresponding subsets of model
articulator, tract-variable, and activation coordinates. Each
unit’s activation coordinate reflects the strength with
which the associated gesture (e.g., bilabial closing)
“attempts” to shape vocal  tract   movements at   any   given
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in time. The tract-variable and model articulator
inates of each unit specify, respectively, the
ular vocal-tract constriction (e.g. bilabial) and
latory synergy (e.g. lips and jaw) whose behaviors are
ed directly by the associated unit’s activation. The
rticulator level accounts for the coordination among
lators at a given point in time due to the currently
 gesture set. The intergestural level governs the
ns of relative timing among the gestural units
ipating in an utterance and the temporal evolution of
tivation trajectories of individual gestures in the

nce. In the following, we focus on several processes
nfluence the patterning of the activation coordinates
e manner in which they affect speech intragesturally,
esturally, and transgesturally.

2. Timing phenomena

ntragestural timing

 Activation waveshapes

ajectory shapes of gestural activation waves affects
sultant kinematics of the articulators ([5], [6], [7], and
n a manner that can be shown to account for
dual differences in gestural velocity profiles. Byrd &
an [9] found that phrase-initial gestural lengthening

 be modeled using variations of intrinsic gestural
l frequency (stiffness: kc in Eq. 1b below) and
tion rise-time (TR in Fig. 1 below). In particular,
dual differences among speakers in producing the
enings were reflected in corresponding differences in
ewness of their velocity profiles.
 these simulations, we assumed for purposes of
icity a one-to-one mapping of articulators to tract
les, i.e. there is only one articulator associated with
tract variable. Under this assumption, the system’s
ons of motion for a single constriction gesture
d in a given tract-variable are as follows:

˙̇ ˙̇x xc d+  , where         (1a)

( ) ˙ ( ) ( ) ,a t b x a t k x a t xc c c c c o c− − −[ ]                        (1b)

( ) ˙ ,a t b x k x xc d d o d−( ) − − −( )[ ]1                               (1c)

 Equation (1), x, and ẋ  denote the tract variable’s
on and velocity, respectively, and ˙̇x  denotes the
tract-variable acceleration; ˙̇xc  is the acceleration due
 constriction gesture; and ˙̇xd  is the acceleration due
 tract variable’s neutral (d for ‘default’) gesture. The



role of the neutral gesture in the full task dynamic model
[3] is to bring the vocal tract articulators back to a neutral
position when they are not otherwise being actively
controlled by a constriction gesture. (Without a neutral
attractor, articulators could simply be ‘stuck’ in a
constricted posture if not called away by another gesture.)
Given our assumption in the present simulations of a one-
to-one mapping between articulators and tract variables,
the neutral gesture is defined directly at the tract-variable
level.

Gestural activation for the constriction gesture, ac(t),
controls the approach of the current “working” set of
parameter values for both constriction and neutral gestures
toward their underlying or canonical values in a process of
multiplicative gating. Thus, if an active constriction
gesture’s underlying stiffness value is kc, the tract-
variable’s current working value is kc

* = ac(t).kc, etc.
Similarly, if the neutral gesture’s underlying stiffness
value is kd, its current working value is kd

* = (1 – ac(t)).kd,
etc.

Until relatively recently, activation trajectories were
modeled as step functions. However, in [9] and [10], we
used activation functions with gradual rises and falls, as
defined by Equation 2 and illustrated in Figure 1 (see also
[7], and our work described in section 3.2.1 below).
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Figure 1. Parameters used to specify the time course of
simulated activation trajectories.

As can be seen in Figure 1, an activation waveform i s
described as a half-cosine rise followed by a flat plateau
followed by a half cosine fall. The half-cosine function is a
simple monotonically increasing/decreasing function
characterized by a single frequency parameter determining
the rise/fall time of the leading/trailing edge of the
waveform.

2.1.2. Gestural anticipation interval

A gesture’s anticipation interval can be defined
operationally as the time from motion onset to the time of
required target attainment. In a review of the literature,
Fowler and Saltzman [11] concluded that gestural
anticipation intervals are temporally constrained, and that
they do not typically extend very far backward in time from
the time of target attainment (but see [12], [13], and [14]).
This interpretation is consistent with the time-locked
behavior provided by Bell-Berti and Harris’ [15] frame
model of coarticulation, and contrasts with the extensive
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s of anticipation that are possible in look-ahead
s (e.g. [16]). However, data on anticipatory lip-
sion in French [12] suggests that gestural
pation is neither rigidly time-locked nor totally
strained, but shows a speaker-specific degree of
ained temporal elasticity, i.e., the anticipation
al lengthens with the preceding “don’t care” interval,
nly fractionally. We have explored the type of
ics that might underlie such anticipatory behavior

and [18]). Specifically, we incorporated a recurrent,
ntial network architecture ([19], [20], [21], and [22])
e intergestural level as a means of patterning
tion trajectories, and used this sequential network to
the task-dynamic model at the interarticulator level.
hybrid model (recurrent net plus task-dynamics)
yed constrained temporal elasticity on a continuum
ncluded look-ahead and time-locking behavior as
extremes [17].

ntergestural timing

 Phase-resetting

e performed a set of phase-resetting studies of
estural timing, in which downward-directed
nical perturbations are applied to the lower lip
 the repetitive, rhythmic utterance /...pœpœpœ.../
In the repetitive utterance, the amount of temporal
introduced by a perturbation is measured relative to

ing pattern that existed prior to the perturbation.
shift is measured after the transient, perturbation-
ed distortions to the rhythm have subsided, and the

 has returned to its pre-perturbation, steady-state
. Using this paradigm, we showed that the

bations induce systematic steady-state shifts in the
 between successive bilabial closing and laryngeal
ing gestures for /p/, and also observe smaller steady-

shifts in the relative phasing of these gestures. That
e individual temporal shifts of the bilabial and
eal gestures are large compared to the relative
ral shift between these gestures, and the lips and
 appeared to be phase-advanced as a relatively
nt unit. The finding of a post-perturbation, steady-
temporal shift supports the hypothesis that there
 a central “clock” that drives the articulatory
ery and whose state is altered (phase-shifted) by
ck specific to events at the periphery. We

hesized (see also [21], [24], [25], [26], [27], and [28])
such clocklike behavior can be understood with
nce to the dynamics of a recurrent neural network that
s gestural activation trajectories and whose activity
dulated by incoming articulatory state information.

 Oscillator coupling and intergestural phasing.

ave extended Saltzman & Byrd’s [4] task dynamic
 of intergestural phasing to the case in which
le oscillators are allowed to interact in shaping the
-state pattern of intergestural phase differences [29].
ve shown that the choice of which gestures to couple

e another (which can be represented by a system
), as well as the relative strengths of the
estural coupling functions, strongly influences
resultant patterns of intergestural timing. When we
mented the system graphs proposed by Browman &
tein [30], we found that the model automatically
ted two important properties of syllable-initial



consonant sequences (onsets) that distinguish them from
syllable-final sequences (codas)—onsets display the c-
center effect [30] and exhibit greater stability of
intergestural relative timing [31].

The c-center effect describes the fact that, as
consonants are added to onsets, the resultant timing of all
consonant gestures with respect to the following vowel
changes in a way that preserves the overall timing of the
center of the consonant sequence with respect to the
vowel. In contrast, however, as consonants are added to
coda sequences, the temporal distance of the center of the
cluster from the preceding vowel simply increases with the
number of added consonants. Browman & Goldstein [30]
hypothesized that these different behaviors originated in
different underlying coupling structures for the
component gestures in onsets and codas. These different
structures can be represented as correspondingly different
system graphs. The graph for onsets defines identical C-V
coupling of each consonant to the vowel as well as a set of
C-C couplings. Implementing this graph in our onset
cluster simulations resulted in the c-center effect, due to
competitive interactions between the C-V and C-C
couplings. For codas, however, the graphs define similar
C-C couplings, but only the first consonant is coupled to
the preceding vowel (V-C coupling), and no c-center effect
is generated when these graphs are implemented in our
coda cluster simulations.

Further, by adding stochastic noise that perturbed the
frequency parameters of the gestural oscillators in these
onset and coda simulations, the model also displayed
greater variability of intergestural relative phasing for the
codas than for the onsets, similar to that reported for
actual speech data [31].

2.3. Transgestural timing

2.3.1. Prosodic gestures (“�-gestures”)

A further focus of our timing research has been on
simulating the way that linguistic phrasing affects the
temporal structure of articulation. In Byrd & Saltzman [9],
we described the effects of phrasal boundaries of varying
levels or “strengths” on the within-gesture temporal
patterning of articulatory movements. We have modeled
these phrase boundary effects within the task-dynamic
framework as prosodically induced local articulatory
slowing [10]. This slowing is generated by transgestural
dynamical effects on the activation time course of
articulatory gestures and is controlled by prosodic
boundary gestures or �-gestures that share much with the
familiar dynamical description of constriction gestures. Pi-
gestures, however, function purely to temporally stretch or
shrink gestural activation trajectories in the vicinity of a
phrase boundary. This modulation of the ‘clock-rate’ that
controls the temporal unfolding of an utterance is such that
the clock slows increasingly as the boundary is approached
and speeds up again as the boundary recedes.

These simulations were implemented using: a) two
constriction gestures in the same or different tract-
variables; b) the neutral gestures associated with the
releases of these constriction gestures; and c) an
overlapping prosodic gesture defined within a prosodic
tier distinct from the model’s set of constriction-related
tract variables and centered between the two constriction
gestures. As in previous simulations (see section 2.1.1), we
have assumed for purposes of simplicity a one-to-one
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ch prosodic gesture is affiliated with a phrase edge,
as its peak centered “at the boundary,” i.e. centered
en the constriction gestures that span the boundary.
arsimony’s sake, we chose to adopt the same
tion waveform shapes for �-gestures as for
iction gestures (see Eq. 2 and Fig. 1). �-gestures
transgesturally on the time course of gestural

tions—i.e. the �-gesture acted to slow the speed of a
hesized underlying central clock whose rate of
ow determines the local utterance rate. In these
ations all activations (a(τ)) are functions of the

 clock time (τ):

τ α π= −( )d

dt
a1 , where         (4)

 is unscaled time whose rate of change, ṫ , is by
definition equal to 1.0;

 is the prosodic or boundary strength of the �-
gesture; and

� is the �-gesture’s activation.

om this equation it can be seen that when the �-
e is inactive, τ̇  = 1 and clock time is the same as
rd unscaled time. However, when a �-gesture i s
, clock time is slowed in proportion to the �-
e’s activation level, resulting in the transgestural
ral “stretching” of all associated activation
orms (constriction, neutral, and �-gestures).
ch boundary-induced local slowing of a central clock

rs to be a plausible way to capture prosodically
 shaping of articulatory behavior, and generates
l experimentally observed prosodic effects: gestural
ening, reduced intergestural overlap, and increases
tial magnitude.

3. Discussion and Conclusion

ve reviewed a set of computational and experimental
s whose focus was on intragestural, transgestural,
tergestural timing properties displayed during the

ction of speech. Our goal has been to frame these
igations within the theoretical and empirical
t provided by the theory of nonlinear dynamics, an

ach that has been extremely fruitful in
standing pattern formation more generally in both
ical and nonbiological systems. Particular

asis was placed on attempts to understand the
g of gestural activation patterns and to provide a
ical account of prosodic boundary influences on

al activation patterns within the framework of task-
ics and connectionist (neural) networks, and to
e the manner in which intergestural coupling

ures shape the timing patterns and stability
rties of onset and coda clusters within the framework
linear oscillator theory. We hope that the approach

ed here will help to guide the formulation of an
ately rich yet precise conceptualization of the
ral dynamics of speech.
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